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StANdArd trAk
the Standard trak-kit comes in manual version only. It can 
handle up to 200 lbs of weight. It can be either ceiling mounted 
or side mounted on the wall. In custom applications a belt drive 
system can be added to make linear movement automated. 
the rotary will always be manual.

length: 3 meters (can be customized) 
capacity: handles 200 lbs
control: manual, semi automated 
MSrP: starting at $4,500 USd*

SUPer trAk
the Super-trak comes in manual or fully automated version. It 
can be installed as manual and updated to automated in the 
future. It can handle up to 600 lbs in weight. It includes effortless 
remote controlled movements that are smooth, quite, and 
programmable. Control provided by rS-232, Crestron, AMX, 
Savant, Control4, Lutron, rtI. . . 

length: 3 meters (can be customized) 
capacity: handles 600 lbs
control: manual, automated
MSrP: starting at $6,000 USd*

90 degree trAk
the 90 degree trak can be manual or fully automated. It can 
be installed as manual and be upgraded to automated in the 
future. It can handle up to 900 lbs of weight. It makes right or left 
turns. It can also be customized and make two turns. the radius 
is 31.43 to the center of the trak. Control provided by rS-232, 
Crestron, AMX, Savant, Control4, Lutron, rtI. . .  

length: 3 meters (can be customized)
capacity: handles 900 lbs
control: manual, automated
MSrP: starting at $11,000 USd*

MULtI PANeL trAk
the Multi Panel trak is the only wall system in the world that 
slides, rotate and stacks carrying power and cables to the pan-
els. One single panel or multiple panels can be on the same 
trak. the panels can be shipped knocked down or customized 
with any material or finish. this system is ideal for MdUs and 
conference rooms were flexibility and aesthetics are a priority.

length: 3 meters (can be customized)
capacity: holds up to 900 lbs
control: manual, semi automated
MSrP: starting at $8,500 USd* (with 3 standard panel frames 
and track)

* Prices and technical specifications subject to change without notice. For more information please visit www.trak-kit.com or contact us at 212.463.8782
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trak-kit solves the common architectural problem of fixed 
location displays limiting the viewing possibilities and 
room design. Its design is appropriate for many creative 
applications in residential homes, commercial, hospital-
ity, institutional, retail spaces and more.

A trak-kit consists of suspending a display, video 
conferencing equipment or a wall panel integrated with 
screens, speakers or lights... from a patented track 
system to allow for linear and rotational movement 
along a path. Vertical movement and landscape to 
portrait orientation can be implemented as well. 

Available in smooth-gliding manual movement; upgrad-
able and fully automated models which allow users to 
automatically transport their displays to precise pre-
programmed locations, a trak-kit system may be surface 
mounted or recessed in a ceiling with standard and 
customized finishes to match any design. trak-kit covers 
maybe customized to include lighting, speakers, and 
visual design features to complement the space. trak-kit 
covers are finished with a soft, elegant brush pathway 
allowing the display support tube to quietly move 
through the room as desired. 

wire management is clever and hidden thanks to the 
trak-kit e-Chain system that smoothly routes wires for 
power, video, sound, and internet inside the trak. wires 
travel neatly inside the display support tube and allow 
the display to rotate and elevate to different viewing 
heights.   

trAk-kIt IS A reVOLUtIONAry 
PAteNted SySteM INVeNted tO 
BrINg FLeXIBILIty ANd VerSAtILIty 
tO the teLeVISION, hOMe theAter 
ANd VIdeO dISPLAy eXPerIeNCe. 

trAk-kIt BrINgS ArChIteCtUrAL 
eLegANCe ANd INNOVAtIVe deSIgN 
tO ANy SPACe thAt deSIreS SUCh 
FreedOMS.
trak-kit is a truly custom solution; available in any desired 
length and may accommodate multiple displays. 
Furthermore, trak-kit also allows you to hide the display 
sliding into a custom pocket in the wall, turning into an 
art work when not in use or using one of trak-kit’s wide 
choices of display covers. 


